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Eye contact is a crucial element of non-verbal communication that signies interest, aention, and participation in social
interactions. As a result, measures of eye contact arise in a variety of applications such as the assessment of the social
communication skills of children at risk for developmental disorders such as autism, or the analysis of turn-taking and
social roles during group meetings. However, the automated measurement of visual aention during naturalistic social
interactions is challenging due to the diculty of estimating a subject’s looking direction from video. is paper proposes
a novel approach to eye contact detection during adult-child social interactions in which the adult wears a point-of-view
camera which captures an egocentric view of the child’s behavior. By analyzing the child’s face regions and inferring their
head pose we can accurately identify the onset and duration of the child’s looks to their social partner’s eyes. We introduce
the Pose-Implicit CNN, a novel deep learning architecture that predicts eye contact while implicitly estimating the head pose.
We present a fully automated system for eye contact detection that solves the sub-problems of end-to-end feature learning
and pose estimation using deep neural networks. To train our models, we use a dataset comprising 22 hours of 156 play
session videos from over 100 children, half of whom are diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder. We report an overall
precision of 0.76, recall of 0.80, and an area under the precision-recall curve of 0.79, all of which are signicant improvements
over existing methods.
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(a) Examiner’s face
wearing the recording
glasses.
(b) Child and examiner interact face-to-face. (c) Child’s face captured
by the wearable camera.
Fig. 1. Our data collection setup. Examiner wears a camera embedded in the bridge over the nose, thus the camera is
naturally aligned with the adult’s eyes and when the child looks to the adult’s eyes it will be captured as a look towards the
camera.
1 INTRODUCTION
Eye contact is one of the most basic and powerful forms of nonverbal communication that humans use from
the rst months of life [3]. It plays a crucial role in social interactions where it is used for various purposes: to
express interest and aentiveness, to signal a wish to participate, and to regulate interactions [1, 28]. Moreover,
eye contact is a key constituting element in joint aention, in which gaze and gestures are used to spontaneously
create or indicate a shared point of reference with another person [36]. Individuals with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD), a group of developmental disorders characterized by diculties in engaging with the social world, show
atypical paerns of gaze, eye contact, and joint aention; they look less at the eyes of others and respond less
to the calling of one’s name than their typically developing (TD) peers. ese paerns have been identied as
among the earliest indicators of autism in the rst two years of life [23, 27, 44], and continue to remain distinctive
throughout childhood and adolescence [29, 48].
ASD aects a large population of children: 1 in 68 children in the United States have ASD and approximately
1− 2% of children are aected worldwide [15]. While the cause of ASD is unknown, the consensus among experts
is that early diagnosis and intervention can substantially increase positive outcomes [8]. e development of
automated measures for the early behavioral signs of autism (e.g., lack of eye contact) would facilitate large-scale
screening and decrease the age of diagnosis. In addition, the continuous measurement of social behaviors such as
eye contact in children who are receiving treatment would be extremely valuable in tailoring interventions and
quantifying their eectiveness.
In spite of its importance as a measure of social communication, there exist very few methods for measuring
eye contact during naturalistic social interactions. e only widely-utilized paradigm occurs in the context of
psychology research studies, in which social interactions are recorded from one or more cameras and manual
annotation by multiple human raters provides a measure of eye contact. is is an inherently subjective
determination and it clearly does not scale to broad use in screening and outcome assessment.
Eye tracking technology provides another widely-used approach for automatically assessing gaze behavior
in social contexts. However, it imposes substantial constraints on the interaction, requiring a child to either
passively view content on a monitor screen or wear head-mounted eye tracking hardware. Neither of these
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scenarios are appropriate for our target use case of naturalistic, face-to-face interactions. Since face-to-face
interactions between an adult and a child are the basis for all screening, diagnosis, treatment, and assessment, it
is a critical use case. While eye tracking technology is likely to soon be available on a large scale through its
integration into tablets and laptop screens, it is unclear to what extent a child’s gaze behavior in such seings
reects their gaze behavior with real-life social partners [16].
To address the limitations of existing approaches, we propose to utilize a point-of-view (POV) camera worn by
an adult social partner to measure a child’s eye contact behavior. is egocentric seing is ideally suited for social
behavior measurement as the head-worn camera provides high quality visual data, e.g. consistent near-frontal
views of faces, high resolution images of the eye regions, and less occlusion. Our approach capitalizes on the
increased availability of POV platforms such as Pivothead and Snapchat Spectacles. In these platforms, a high
denition outward-facing camera is integrated into a pair of glasses. For example, in the Pivothead, the camera is
located at the bridge of the nose. us the camera is naturally aligned with the adult’s eyes and when the child
looks to the adult’s eyes it will be captured as a look towards the camera (see Fig 1a).
Detecting looks to the eyes in POV videos is still a challenging problem, however, due to the diverse and
varied appearance of the human eye and the role of head pose in determining gaze direction. Specically, the
estimation of head pose is a critical factor in correctly interpreting the gaze direction based on analysis of the eye
regions [32]. In our prior work on POV-based eye contact detection [58], we addressed this issue by developing
a set of machine learning-based eye contact detectors which were specialized for dierent congurations of
head pose. us each detector was tuned for a particular range of child head poses. A strong disadvantage of
this approach is the need to discretize the head pose and train independent detection models. In this paper, we
remove this limitation through a novel deep learning solution in which head pose is jointly estimated along with
eye contact detection.
is paper makes the following contributions:
(1) We present a novel deep learning architecture for eye contact detection in POV video that outperforms
previous approaches [50, 58] by a large margin: 23.8% gain over [58] and 50% gain over [50] in F1 score;
38.6% gain over [58] and 64.5% gain over [50] in area under the precision-recall curve
(2) We conducted a systematic evaluation of our method on the largest corpus of naturalistic child social
interactions available to-date, consisting of 22 hours of video from 100 children and encompassing four
dierent interaction contexts and subjects with and without ASD
(3) We will make our model for eye contact detection and our code for training and testing freely-available
to the research community1
2 RELATED WORK
ere are three categories of relevant prior work. First, we compare to the small number of previous works that
addressed eye contact detection. Second, we describe recent works on large scale eye tracking that also make use
of deep models for appearance analysis of eye regions. ird, we briey review the use of classical eye tracking
methods in autism.
2.1 Eye Contact Detection
ree prior works addressed the direct estimation eye contact from video and constitute the closest related
work [47, 50, 58]. e most relevant is our previous paper [58] which introduced the POV camera paradigm
for eye contact detection. In comparison, this paper introduces a novel detection architecture based on deep
learning which dramatically improves the detection performance. We also present the rst experimental results
for children with ASD, demonstrating that diagnostic status does not have a signicant impact on detection
1See hp://cbi.gatech.edu/eyecontact/ for details.
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performance. In addition, we present the rst thorough experimental evaluation of our approach on 100 children
across four dierent interaction contexts. Note that an abbreviated version of our prior POV work also appeared
in [57].
Shell et. al. [47] developed an approach to eye contact detection based upon classical gaze tracking methods,
using IR diodes on a pair of glasses to create glints on the eyes of the social partner. e reliance on special
IR illumination greatly limits the usefulness of the method for naturalistic interaction. In their work on gaze
locking [50], Smith et. al. addressed a dierent application of eye contact, namely the use of gaze to an embedded
camera as a user-interface technology in an internet-of-things context. eir approach predated the wide-spread
use of deep models and their dataset consisted of subjects in a chinrest, with the consequence that they could not
present results for naturalistic interactions.
2.2 Appearance-Based Gaze Estimation and Existing Datasets
Traditional approaches to gaze estimation utilize active IR illumination to both create glints on the surface of
the eye and reliably segment the pupil opening using a variety of dark and light pupil methods [21]. Recently, a
number of investigators have explored alternative approaches to gaze estimation using appearance-based methods
that analyze the eye region in conventional RGB images and avoid the use of structured illumination [30, 51, 60, 61].
We share with these methods the observation that the analysis of the eye region paern in combination with head
pose is a viable alternative to conventional gaze tracking technology. However, there are two main dierences
between our approach and these others. e rst is that these prior works address the traditional eye tracking
goal of determining the user’s point of gaze on a display surface, as motivated by the widespread availability of
user-facing cameras in tablets and laptop screens. ese methods cannot be applied directly in our context of
naturalistic face-to-face social interactions. Second, previously published methods [30, 51, 60] utilize separately
detected keypoints or eye region information as an additional input at testing time, whereas we present a full-face
analysis approach which does not require any auxillary information at testing. e recent unpublished work [61]
also describes a full-face analysis approach, but uses a dierent learning architecture from ours.
Like [30, 60, 61], we develop a deep CNN architecture to learn discriminative facial feature maps that encode
gaze information. Unlike these works, we utilize the two stream architecture depicted in Fig 5, which is trained
to output a head pose estimate along with the eye contact prediction. In contrast, [61] uses spatial weighting to
combine CNN features, while [30] and [60] use a separate estimation pipeline to compute facial landmarks and
facial regions which are then combined with the deep CNN feature analysis. Our approach works directly with
detected full-face regions and does not require externally-provided head pose estimates or landmark estimation,
simplifying our analysis method signicantly.
ere are several publicly-available gaze datasets available to the research community. However, as these
datasets were collected from interactions with screens, they are not suitable for building a model that describes
face-to-face social gaze behaviors. Example images for the major public datasets are illustrated in Fig 2. As these
images demonstrate, the facial expressions and poses obtained from adult subjects interacting with screens are
much less diverse than the variations in children’s appearance and pose that we encounter in our seing (see Fig 6
for examples). We will release our model trained with 22 hours of POV video consisting of social interactions
with 100 child subjects. A subset of our training data is available as part of the MMDB dataset [42].2
2.3 Gaze Behavior and Autism
A signicant amount of prior work has used eye tracking to investigate dierences in paerns of looking in
individuals with autism, such as reduced looks to social stimuli [7]. For example, toddlers with ASD spend more
time looking at geometric shapes than human biological motion [41], children with ASD devote less aention to
2See hp://www.cbi.gatech.edu/mmdb/ for MMDB access instructions.
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(a) GazeCapture [30] (b) Columbia Gaze [50] (c) MPIIGaze [60]
Fig. 2. Examples of publicly available gaze datasets. As these datasets were collected from interactions with screens,
they are not suitable for building a model that describes face-to-face social gaze behaviors.
faces while watching videos of social interactions [22], and both adults [29] and children [6] with ASD show
preferential xations to the mouth than to the eyes when viewing social scenes. However, all of these studies
have been conducted in a highly-controlled environment in which the subjects were passively viewing a monitor
screen for a short period of time. At present, we still lack a comprehensive understanding of similarities and
dierences in gaze behavior associated with autism [20]. Our work on eye contact can potentially complement
this existing literature by providing insight into paerns of looking within a naturalistic social context.
Head-mounted eye tracking systems provide an alternative to monitor-based studies of gaze behavior and have
been used in a limited number of studies involving children with ASD [35, 38]. Findings from this work exhibit
concordance with monitor-based gaze studies, but have also identied novel gaze paerns [38], suggesting that
more research is needed to understand gaze behavior in ecologically valid seings. A basic problem with using
any form of eye tracking to analyze face-to-face gaze is the need to identify the gaze target given the estimated
gaze direction. In other words, wearable eye tracking gives the location of the point of regard in a POV image, but
does not directly answer the question of what gaze target is present at that location. is diculty substantially
increases the complexity of a fully-automated behavior measurement system based on wearable eye tracking.
ese issues, along with the challenges of compliance in requiring children to wear special hardware [46], have
limited the broad-scale applicability of this approach.
We note that a nal, classical approach to obtaining social gaze measurements, including measurements of
eye contact, is to manually annotate videos recorded in the lab seing or even home videos [62]. While this
method is completely non-invasive and naturalistic, it is extremely time consuming and is subject to human
error. Our previous work has shown that video from POV cameras is an eective medium for human annotation
of children’s social gaze [12]. We utilize such annotations to construct the training and testing sets for our
experiments.
3 METHOD
In order to detect eye contact in POV video we must rst identify all of the faces that are present and then analyze
each face separately to make a determination of eye contact. We describe our novel method for eye contact
detection based on full-face analysis in Sec 3.1. is section assumes that all relevant faces have been detected.
We describe our approach to face detection in Sec 3.2. In Sec 3.3, we describe an approach to identifying the
detected face that corresponds to the child social partner, in the case where more than one face is present in
an image. All of these analysis steps make use of modern deep learning architectures, yielding high accuracies
relative to the previous state-of-the-art. We test our entire face analysis pipeline and separately evaluate each
component in Sec 5.
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Fig. 3. Pose-dependent egocentric eye contact detector (PEEC). From an input image, face is detected and head pose
estimated. Image is assigned to one of three clusters based on head pose, eye features are extracted, and cluster-specific
random forest classifier is used to predict the final output.
3.1 Eye Contact Detection
Here we describe our main approaches to eye contact detection. Our prior work was based on a pose-dependent
detection model which is summarized in Sec 3.1.1 for completeness. We then describe our new method based on
a deep CNN architecture in Sec 3.1.2.
3.1.1 Pose-Dependent Egocentric Eye Contact (PEEC) Detector. Fig 3 illustrates the pipeline for the PEEC
method we introduced in [58]. e input is an egocentric video frame and the output is a prediction of eye
contact. Face detection is used to extract a bounding box containing the child’s face. Given a bounding box,
we identify facial landmark points and estimate the head pose using the IntraFace method from [9]. IntraFace
extends cascaded pose regression [10] with a Supervised Descent Method for tracking facial landmarks. e
facial landmarks are then used to estimate the head pose with three degrees of freedom- yaw, pitch and roll.
ese preprocessing stages are illustrated in Fig 4. Using the results of the facial landmark identication, we
crop the eye regions and extract Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features [14] from the cropped eye
patches. Using the estimated head pose, the training data is divided into three groups and a binary classier for
eye contact is trained for each group. At testing time, all three classiers are applied to each frame and the results
are aggregated. We now describe each of these steps in more detail.
Head Pose Clustering - is is an important step because the appearance of the human eye during moments of
eye contact varies with the head pose. e head pose of the child’s face ht is estimated at frame t by registering
the InfraFace landmarks onto an average 3D face. We cluster head poses using a Gaussian mixture model and
train a separate classier for each pose cluster. Since rotation can be resolved by ane transformations, only the
pitch and yaw are used for head pose clustering, with the number of clusters set to 3 for all the experiments.
Feature Extraction - Le and the right eye patches from each face are cropped using IntraFace facial landmarks
and an ane transformation is used to align tilted eyes. We resize all of the images to a xed size of 73 x 37. We
extract HOG appearance features At from both the le and right eyes at frame t and concatenate them to create
a feature vector.
Eye-Contact Detection - We assign a label yt to each frame t , where yt is 1 if there is eye contact and 0
otherwise. Let the appearance features be denoted by At and the head pose by Ht for the frame t . en the
conditional probability P(yt |Ht ,At ) is given by:
P(yt |Ht ,At ) = Σkhc=1P(hc |Ht )P(yt |hc ,At ),
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Fig. 4. Preprocessing steps in PEEC prior to eye contact detection. Le to right: 1) Input image; 2) All faces are detected;
3) Child’s face is selected; 4) Facial landmarks are localized; and 5) Head pose is estimated.
where hc enumerates the head pose clusters in the Gaussian mixture model. Each cluster is considered as a
sub-problem and the classier outputs from each cluster are averaged together. We utilize a Random Forest
classier [4] with 100 trees and 10 splits per node.
3.1.2 Pose-implicit Convolutional Neural Networks (PiCNN) Detector. ere are two major problems with the
PEEC approach from Sec 3.1.1. First, due to the fact that the method requires head pose estimates (to assign each
sample to one of the pose clusters) and eye localizations (to extract features), gaze estimation cannot be performed
when landmark detection fails. us any failure in steps 4 and 5 of the preprocessing pipline of Fig 4 will result
in a missed detection. Facial landmark detection is a more dicult problem than face detection. It is challenging
to detect the landmarks reliably when the face is occluded or foreshortened due to out-of-plane rotation, which
happens quite frequently during dynamic social interactions with children (see Fig 7). Our experiments reveal
that, in our dataset, landmarks are successfully found in only 75.56% of the total eye contact frames, whereas
faces are detected 97.94% of the time (Table 3). e second problem with PEEC is its reliance on hand-designed
HOG features and a random forest classier, which are known to be inferior to modern deep neural network
classiers which support end-to-end feature learning.
We therefore propose a new classication architecture based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [31]
that addresses these two issues. Our new approach learns an image representation that jointly predicts head
pose and eye contact, instead of being dependent on precomputed head pose and facial landmarks. Since the
representation is learned end-to-end (i.e., the input is raw pixels and the output is a binary prediction) there is
the opportunity to learn features that are specic to the task. is approach is particularly promising in light of
the large-scale social interaction dataset that we have assembled. Our proposed model is called “Pose-implicit
CNN Detector” or PiCNN.
Fig 5 illustrates the PiCNN architecture. e input to the network is a rectangle of pixels corresponding to
a face bounding box produced by a face detector (see Sec 3.2). e detected face patch is resized to 227 × 227.
e network has ve convolutional and pooling layers, similar to AlexNet [31], but with a smaller lter size (7
by 7) with strides of 2 in the rst layer to capture the ner details in the face. Layers 6 to 8 are fully connected.
e primary dierence between our approach and AlexNet is the presence of two branches in the 7th and 8th
fully-connected layers. e upper branch outputs a prediction of the three axes of head rotation (i.e., regression
in yaw, pitch, roll) and the lower branch is tasked with the binary classication of eye contact. e weights and
parameters are the same and are linked during training in the rst 6 layers (5 convolutional and 1 fully connected)
and branched in the last 2 layers to facilitate multi-task learning. us the prediction of eye contact can benet
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Fig. 5. Pose-implicit Convolutional Neural Networks (PiCNN) architecture for eye contact detection. We utilize a
two stream network structure with 8 layers modeled aer AlexNet. One output branch predicts head pose and the other
predicts eye contact. The inputs to the network are face bounding boxes. A representative face bounding box is illustrated
with a red outline in the image at the le.
from implicitly learning the variability in eye appearance resulting from head pose change. is model achieves
the best performance, by a large margin, among all existing methods on our dataset, as presented in Sec 5.3.
In training the PiCNN model, we have ground truth eye contact labels for every frame in the training dataset.
is allows us to backpropagate training error through the eye contact detection branch in every training batch.3
However, we do not have frame-level human annotations of head pose for any frames. We solve this problem by
using the IntraFace system as a source of head pose training data. In frames for which head pose estimates from
IntraFace are available, we additionally backpropagate training error through the head pose branch. Note that
this strategy has the benet that the network is forced to learn representations for predicting eye contact even
when a head pose reference is not available, making it potentially more robust than a sequential approach in
which head pose must be computed before detection can be performed. At the same time, our method can take
advantage of sparse head pose annotations where they are available and improve the detection performance.
During testing time, we apply the PiCNN model in feedforward mode and do not utilize any separate head pose
estimates. Now that we have presented our two approaches to eye contact detection, PEEC and PiCNN, we briey
describe the related methods which are used as baselines in our experiments in Sec 5.
3.1.3 Modified AlexNet. One important performance baseline for our method is the architecture in Fig 5 with
the head pose prediction branch removed. Modulo some small dierences in the convolutional layers, this is
equal to the standard AlexNet implementation [31]. is approach requires the model to learn features which
encode head pose cues without having access to an explicit training signal. Our performance gains over this
model demonstrate the utility of our two branch approach and the benet of providing an explicit reference for
head pose during training.
3.1.4 Gaze Locking. We have implemented the Gaze Locking method from [50] to compare its performance
against our method. Using the facial landmark detection results, we detect the location of the eyes in each frame.
Eye tilt is corrected using ane transformations and each eye is cropped to a size of 37 x 73. We then concatenate
the intensity pixels from the le and the right eye to form a high dimensional feature vector. is is then projected
onto a low dimensional space by performing Principal Component Analysis, (PCA) [52], followed by Multiple
Discriminant Analysis, (MDA) [11]. e resultant feature vector is then fed into a support vector machine [5],
which is trained oine on the training set. We choose to reduce our high dimensional feature vector into 200
dimensions using PCA. We nd that compressing this further with MDA into a 6 dimensional subspace gives
good results. Our support vector machine is used with default parameters as described in the original paper. e
SVM performs a binary classication on each frame.
3See [17] for details on neural network training in general, and Sec 5.3 for the details in our approach.
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3.2 Face Detection
All of the eye contact detection methods described above require a detected face bounding box as input. Here
we describe the approach to face detection used in our experiments. ere exists a substantial literature on
face detection, with approaches such as [53] seeing widespread use prior to the advent of deep learning. In the
same way that deep CNNs have come to dominate the elds of object recognition and object detection, face
detection has similarly turned to CNNs, yielding impressive results in benchmark datasets such as [24] and [56].
Recently, complex pipelines have been built for this task to deal with issues such as distant faces and low quality
images [55, 56, 59]. Since we do not encounter these problems in our dataset, we adopt a simpler approach.
e general purpose object detection method Faster R-CNN [43] achieved impressive performance in object
detection challenges such as Microso COCO [33] and PASCAL VOC [13]. Faster R-CNN generates object
proposals from convolutional feature maps of the image using a trainable Region Proposal Network. ese
proposals are then evaluated by the Fast R-CNN detection network which outputs high condence object
detections. Jiang et al. [26] demonstrated that Faster R-CNN can be trained to obtain a highly-accurate face
detector. Similarly to [26], we train Faster R-CNN on the WIDER FACE training dataset. We analyze our entire
dataset using this detector and output a list of face bounding boxes for every frame.
3.3 Child Face Selection
In general, face detectors will identify all faces in the environment, including a parent’s face (see Fig 4), a sibling’s
face, and occasional face-like spurious patches, along with the child’s face. Since we are only interested in the
child’s social behavior, we need to select the child’s face and reject the other face patches. To classify individual
faces we adopt an online appearance learning approach, where in the beginning a pre-dened number of face
classes are initialized (ranging from one to four in our experiments), a simple classier is learned, in the next
frame each detected face is added to one of the classes, and then the classier is updated and the process is
repeated. For facial appearance feature extraction, we use the VGG-face model [40], a pre-trained deep network
for face recognition which is well-matched to our application. For online classication, we use logistic regression
with sequential updates. e combination of deep network features with on-line classier learning successfully
identies the child’s face at very high precision and recall (both greater than 90%, details in Table 2 and 3).
4 DATASETS
e data utilized in our experiments comes from four separate studies, conducted at one or more of the following
three sites: the Georgia Tech Child Study Lab in Atlanta, GA (GT); the Center for Autism and the Developing
Brain in White Plains, NY (CADB); and the Marcus Autism Center in Atlanta, GA (MAC). Descriptive information
for the subset of participants whose data was included in the current analysis and details of the data collection
protocol for each study is detailed below, separately for each dataset, and in aggregate in Table 1. Sample images
from our dataset are illustrated in Fig 6.
Generally, all four data collection protocols involved a semi-structured play interaction between an adult and a
child, who sat across a small table from each other. e specic protocols chosen were selected based on their
prior use in research on social aention and communication in typically developing children and children with
autism, and because they have been shown to reliably elicit eye contact from these groups. In all four studies, the
examiner interacting with the child wore a pair of commercially-available glasses - Pivothead Kudu - which have
an outward-facing camera embedded in the bridge over the nose. By virtue of its placement, this camera reliably
captures a close-up image of the child’s face as the examiner interacts with the child. e lenses were removed
from the glasses to provide the child an unobstructed view of the examiner’s eyes. Our prior research indicates
that the presence of the glasses does not aect the gaze behavior of children [12].
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Fig. 6. Sample child faces in our dataset. Green box indicates ground truth eye contact, red indicates no eye contact.
Notice the diversity and richness in the children’s facial expressions and head pose during natural social interactions.
Research assistants annotated the pivothead videos from each dataset using one of two video-annotation
soware tools: ELAN4 and INTERACT Mangold, 2017.5 Ground truth coding involved agging the frame-level
onset and oset of each instance of the child making eye contact with the examiner, as captured by looks into the
camera. Kappas for frame-level agreement between pairwise comparisons of the 6 coders ranged from .89 to .94.
All studies were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the respective institutions. Caregivers of the
children participating in the studies provided wrien consent for their child’s participation, video recording, and
data sharing.
4.1 Dataset 1
Twenty-eight children with a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) (3 females) between the ages of 5
years and 13.7 years (mean age = 7.2 years) were recruited through the Center for Autism and the Developing
Brain (CADB) in White Plains, NY. e sample was 67.9% Caucasian, 17.9% mixed ethnicity, 3.6% Hispanic, and
3.6% Asian (2 missing). All participants completed the play-based assessment during a single visit; a subset (n =
15) participated in a second assessment, eight weeks from their initial visit. Diagnosis of ASD was conrmed
prior to participation by a licensed clinical psychologist at CADB. A best estimate diagnosis was based upon
information collected from the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) [34] and the Autism Diagnostic
Interview-Revised (ADI-R) [45]. All participants were recorded in a modied version of the Brief Observation
of Social Communication Change (v-BOSCC) [19], a 12-minute examiner-child interaction that consisted of
two 5-minute play segments with standardized sets of toys, separated by a 2-minute conversation segment. e
examiner and participant were seated across from each other (face-to-face) at a small table. During the play, the
child was given the option to choose a single toy from a box that contained a standardized set of toys. e set of
toys available in the box diered between the rst play segment and the second play segment. Within each play
segment, the child was free to chose a new toy if they no longer wanted to play with the toy originally chosen.
e child was free to play with each toy as he or she saw t; the examiner joined the child’s play but did not
guide it, and maintained an amount and level of language commensurate with the child’s. e transition to the
conversation segment was signaled by the examiner stating that it was time to clean up and then introducing an
open-ended conversation topic (e.g., “I went to the park this weekend”). During the conversation, no toys were
present on the table.
4hp://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla- tools/elan/
5hps://www.mangold-international.com/en/products/soware/behavior-research-with-mangold-interact
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age (in months) gender diagnosis ethnicity protocol annotation
# subjects # subjects # subjects # subjects # sessions # frames minutes
less than 20 8 male 74 TD 50 Caucasian 60 ESCS 30 2,364,773 1,314
20 ∼ 29 33 female 26 ASD 50 mixed 16 R-ABC 34
30 ∼ 39 15 African American 10 v-BOSCC 43
40 ∼ 49 7 Asian 6 nv-BOSCC 26
50 ∼ 59 4 Hispanic 4 Marcus 23
60 ∼ 69 14 unknown 4
70 ∼ 79 5
80 ∼ 89 5
greater than 90 9
Table 1. Dataset summary.
4.2 Dataset 2
Two groups of participants were recruited for this study: a sample of typically developing children between
the ages of 18 and 36 months recruited at Georgia Tech, and a sample of 3-6 year old children with a diagnosis
of ASD recruited at CADB. e sample included in the current analysis consisted of 19 children with ASD (6
females) and 16 typically developing children (7 females). e ASD sample ranged in age from 23 to 60 months
(mean = 45 months), and was 63% Caucasian, 15.7% Asian, 10.5% Hispanic, and 5.2% mixed ethnicity (1 missing).
e TD sample ranged in age from 20 to 36 months (mean = 28.3 months), and was 81.3% Caucasian, 12.5% mixed
ethnicity, and 6.3% African American.
Children participated in two assessments, described in more detail below: the nonverbal version of the Brief
Observation of Social Communication Change (nv-BOSCC; 13 ASD, 13 TD) and the Early Social Communication
Scales (ESCS; 13 ASD, 14 TD). 10 ASD and 11 TD children contributed data to both assessments.
e ESCS [37] is a 15-25 minute structured assessment that uses standardized toys, examiner-initiated prompts
(e.g., points to pictures in a book and posters on the wall) and contextual presses (e.g., wind-up toys activated
out of reach of the child) to elicit gaze shis relevant to dierent communication functions (sharing aention,
requesting, maintaining social interaction). e examiner presents the toys to the child, one a a time, rst
activating the toy (e.g., blowing up balloon and then slowly leing the air out to make a squeaking noise; pressing
on a trapeze toy to make a monkey swing around; winding up small toys that move across the table) and then
handing the toy to the child before retrieving the toy and activating it two more times. is assessment has been
shown to reliably elicit shis of aention from objects to the examiner’s eyes in typically developing children
and children with autism [44, 49].
As described above for dataset 1, the BOSCC is a naturalistic examiner-child play interaction that involves
two play segments involving toys, separated by a segment of non-object-mediated social interaction. Due to the
younger age of the children participating in this study, the nonverbal version of the BOSCC was used [18]. is
version follows the same procedures as described above in dataset 1, but utilizes more age-appropriate materials
and activities. Hence, the boxes include toys selected based on their appropriateness for younger children, and
the length of play per box is reduced to 4 minutes. e conversation segment is replaced with a 2-minute snack
in which the examiner oers the child a choice of crackers and cookies and then engages the child socially by
commenting on the activity (e.g., “Goldsh crackers, yum yum!”). During the snack, no toys are present on the
table. e transition from the rst toy play segment to the snack segment is signaled by the examiner stating it
was time to clean up for snack, and the transition from the snack to the second toy play segment is signaled by
the examiner stating “Let’s play with some new toys.”
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4.3 Dataset 3
Typically developing children between 15 and 36 months of age were recruited from the community at large in
metropolitan Atlanta via iers posted at daycare centers and a mailing to parents of children in the appropriate
age range using a mailing list purchased from Experian. e sample included in the current analysis consists of
34 children (9 females) who ranged from 16 to 34 months (mean = 23.9 months). e sample was 53% Caucasian,
23.5% African American, 17.6% mixed ethnicity, and 5.9% Asian. Twelve children in the current analysis were
also included in the analyses we reported in [58].
Children participated in the Rapid-ABC assessment (R-ABC) [39], a 2-4 minute structured interaction led by
the examiner that consists of ve activities: (1) examiner greets the child; (2) examiner presents a ball to the child
and then initiates a turn-taking game by rolling the ball back and forth across the table; (3) examiner presents a
book to the child and then reads it out loud while encouraging the child to turn the pages and to point to pictures;
(4) examiner surprises the child by placing the book on her head as if it were a hat and waits for the child’s
reaction; and (5) the examiner initiates a gentle tickle game with the child. More details about this assessment
can be found in Rehg et al [42].
4.4 Dataset 4
As part of a pilot study to trial the use of the wearable camera in a clinical seing, data was collected from
three boys with a diagnosis of autism between the ages of 3 and 6 years. One boy was Caucasian, one was
African-American, and the ethnicity of the third is unknown. Participants were recruited from the Language
& Learning Clinic (LLC) at the Marcus Autism Center, where all were receiving intervention services at the
time. Data collection involved sessions intended to resemble treatment sessions at the clinic, including sessions
where the therapist engaged the child in toy play while placing no demands on the child to respond (Pairing, 12
sessions), sessions in which the therapist placed demands on the child, (Demands, 5 sessions), and sessions where
the therapist periodically withheld toys from the child in an eort to get the child to request the toy (Mands; 6
sessions). We denote these plays as Marcus in this paper. All but two sessions were 10 minutes in length; the
remaining two were 3 and 9 minutes in length, respectively.
4.5 Dataset Summary
In summary, when all of the four datasets are considered together, there are 100 unique children in 156 dierent
play sessions (some participants completed two sessions). Half of the children were diagnosed with ASD and
74% of the participants were boys. e total number annotated frames exceeds 2 million, corresponding to
approximately 22 hours of video. e complete statistics for this dataset are given in Table 1.
5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we provide experimental evaluations for each of the components of our method.
5.1 Child Face Detection Results
In order to evaluate the accuracy of face detection, we performed additional annotations in a sample of frames. We
annotated child faces with bounding boxes for a total of 5 minutes of video containing a single child participant,
and 5 minutes of video containing a child and a caregiver together, corresponding to approximately 18,000 frames
in total. Using these annotations as ground truth, we compared the accuracy of the Faster R-CNN face detector
from Sec 3.2 to the OMRON OKAO face detector [54] which was used in our previous experiments in [58]. We
obtained detections for every frame using both methods, and ltered spurious false positives and adult faces for
both methods using the online selection method from Sec 3.3. e precision-recall results at Intersection over
Union (IoU) thresholds of 0.5 and 0.75 are given in Table 2. IoU score is dened as overlapping ratio between
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IoU threshold 0.5 0.75
Recall Precision Recall Precision
OMRON 0.437 0.941 0.015 0.212
Faster R-CNN 0.947 0.963 0.828 0.870
Table 2. Precision and recall comparison at two IoU thresholds between the OMRON OKAO face detector and Faster-RCNN
trained on the WIDER FACE dataset. Testing set consists of approximately 18k child face examples.
Fig. 7. Landmark detection failures due to occlusions or extreme head pose.
the predicted and ground truth bounding boxes. See Sec. 4.2 in [13] for a description of IoU score and its use in
evaluating object detectors. e results show a high recall discrepancy between the two methods, with Faster
R-CNN delivering substantially greater recall at a comparable precision for IoU 0.5. High recall is a critical
property for our application, in order to not miss brief moments of eye contact.
5.2 Landmark Detection and Pose Estimation Results
To evaluate the frequency of successful landmark detection (and by extension, head pose estimation) in our
dataset, we calculated the percentage of frames labeled as eye contact for which landmarks were detected, shown
in Table 3. Note that this is not a statement about the accuracy of the landmarks, only about their availability.
is is meaningful because state-of-the-art methods such as IntraFace will only output landmarks if they are of
suciently high quality. e percentage of frames with missing landmarks is the portion of the error rate for eye
contact detection which is aributable to landmark detection failure. As can be seen in Table 3, landmark detection
is successful in only 75.56% of frames, in comparison to 97.94% for face detection. is suggests that around a
quarter of the errors are due to landmark detection failure, and a negligible amount are due to face detection
failure. ese ndings explain the low recall rate of the two eye contact methods (PEEC and GazeLocking) that
rely on landmark detection. Fig 7 shows some examples of situations of occlusion and extreme rotation that
result in landmark detection failures.
5.3 Eye Contact Detection Results
We now describe our experimental evaluation of four eye contact detection methods, PiCNN, PEEC, Modied
AlexNet, and GazeLocking, using the entire dataset from Sec 4.
5.3.1 Experiment Design. We divide the total dataset summarized in Table 1 into 5 disjoint train/test splits for
5-fold cross validation, where each split has 80% of training and 20% of testing sessions and subjects included in
the training set are not present in the testing set. is ensures that testing is always done on unseen participants.
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ASD TD ESCS v-BOSCC nv-BOSCC R-ABC Marcus All
total frames 118,464 62,220 29,305 74,867 38,891 19,718 17,903 180,684
face detected (%), mean 98.21 97.52 97.45 98.90 95.34 98.30 99.32 97.94
face detected (%), std 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.03
landmark detected (%), mean 73.65 70.93 81.23 80.06 80.23 59.99 55.77 75.56
landmark detected (%), std 0.19 0.22 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.24 0.21 0.21
Table 3. Total number of frames within the moments that are marked as eye contact by human annotators, and the success
rate (mean and standard deviation) of face detection and landmark detection, grouped by dierent conditions.
Each training set split is sampled uniformly across combinations of diagnosis (TD/ASD) and play protocols. For
example, we sample 80% for a training set from the TD ESCS group, from the ASD ESCS group, from the TD
nv-BOSCC group, from the ASD nv-BOSCC group, and so on, such that dierent conditions are fairly represented
across the ve splits. We use the same ve folds to train, test and compare the four eye contact detection models
described in Sec 3.1 – our PiCNN model, PEEC [58], Modied AlexNet [31], and Gaze Locking [50]. With this
cross validation approach, we are able to obtain testing results on all of our datasets, and we report the overall
performance averaged over all sessions as well as within dierent populations. Table 4 summarizes the results.
On average, the training set in each split initially had 145k positive (eye contact) frames and 1,746k negative
(no eye contact) frames, which is highly imbalanced. To overcome the data skewness issue, we resampled the
training sets with horizontal ip, slight rotation and color jiering with positive set oversampling and negative
set subsampling to make it more balanced at positive:negative = 561k:842k = 4:6 ratio.
For the two deep models (PiCNN and AlexNet), we used the Cae deep learning framework [25] on an Nvidia
Titan X 12GB GPU, with batch size 128, learning rate 0.005 until the 100,000th iteration and 0.0005 until the nal
200,000th iteration. For the other two models (PEEC and Gaze Locking), we used MATLAB on an Intel Core
i7-5930K CPU.
Note that our analysis does not include direct performance comparisons to other appearance-based gaze
tracking methods such as [30, 60]. e primary reason is that these methods are designed for a dierent task,
accurately mapping the participant’s point of gaze on a mobile screen. ese methods can identify where a
participant is looking, but they only know what the user is looking at if they have access to ROI masks for
the gaze stimulus. In contrast, our method automatically identies what the participant is looking at, but only
for the specic gaze event of eye contact. Moreover, the domain of screen viewing is quite dierent from
naturalistic social interactions. is can be seen by comparing Figs 2 and 6. In particular, [30, 60] rely on landmark
localization [2] to extract the eye region from the face. Based on our results from Sec 5.2, these methods will take
an immediate 22.4% miss in recall (see Table 3) due to the diculty of detecting landmarks under challenging
conditions. ese methods are therefore unlikely to be competitive with PiCNN for our task.
5.3.2 Experimental Results. All four eye contact detection methods output a condence score between 0 and 1
at each frame, with a higher score indicating increased likelihood of eye contact. We use these per-frame scores
to evaluate how well the model is detecting eye contact. Since our dataset has more than 92% negative samples,
accuracy ( tp+tnp+n ) is not a good measure of performance. For example, simply predicting everything as negative
will give 92% accuracy but that is not a useful detector. Instead, we report the detector’s performance with respect
to three metrics, namely F1, Mahews correlation coecient (MCC), and the Area Under Curve of Precision
Recall curve (AUC-PR).
e F1 score is dened as
F1 = 2 · precision · recall
precision + recall
(1)
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Fig. 8. Average Precision-Recall curve. Fig. 9. Eect of training set size.
It can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall, where 1 is the best value and 0 is the worst.
In our analysis, we report our overall precision and recall at the threshold value that maximizes the F1 score.
MCC is dened as
MCC =
tp · tn − f p · f n√(tp + f p)(tp + f n)(tn + f p)(tn + f n) (2)
An MCC of 1 represents a perfect prediction, 0 is no beer than random prediction and −1 indicates total
disagreement between prediction and ground truth.
In the equations above, precision = tptp+f p , recall =
tp
tp+f n , tp is the number true positive samples, f p is the
number of false positive samples, tn is the number true negative samples, and f n is the number of false negative
samples.
Both F1 and MCC are widely used in machine learning as a measure of the quality of binary classiers. Because
the prediction output of the models we used in our analysis is a real-numbered value instead of a hard binary
output, we calculate the F1 and MCC scores at every cuto points and report the maximum. Additionally, we also
compute the Area Under Curve of Precision Recall curve (AUC-PR). Typically, AUC is computed using Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) instead of Precision and Recall curve (PR curve), but AUC of ROC is not sensitive
to the uneven class sizes, thus we use the PR curve. Like F1 score, AUC-PR is maximum at 1 and minimum at 0,
but it is an aggregated measure across all prediction cutos. Our nal results by these criteria are summarized
in Table 4. Clearly, our PiCNN method outperforms all other methods when evaluated on all datasets as well
as on individual groups with dierent conditions. When the results are broken down into dierent diagnostic
groups, play protocols, gender and ethnicity, in all cases and in all metrics, our PiCNN method achieves the best
performance, followed by AlexNet, PEEC and GazeLocking in this order. e standard deviation of the scores is
greatest under dierent play protocol seings (F1=0.0465, MCC=0.0492, AUC-PR=0.065), and second greatest
under dierent ethnic groups (F1=0.034, MCC=0.035, AUC-PR=0.0336).
If smaller number of training sessions were used in a train-test split, precision tends to increase proportionally
to training set size both in PEEC and PiCNN with PiCNN always performing beer. However, PEEC recall is
higher with smaller training set. is dierence in recall is reversed aer around 30 sessions and becomes more
evident as more training samples are used (Fig 9). If one wants to train PiCNN model from scratch, they would
need to use at least 30 sessions (100K annotated frames) to take advantage of it. If they want to include their own
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dataset in our framework, it is more advisable to ne-tune our pre-trained model that already has learned from
more than 128 sessions.
(a) Face position. (b) Yaw angle. (c) Pitch angle. (d) Roll angle.
Fig. 10. Our dataset statistics. (a) distribution of child’s face location in the image shows that captured faces making eye
contact oen appear around image center with bigger mass vertically. (b)–(d) estimated head pose distribution in degrees.
Fig 10 illustrates the ranges of face that our dataset covers. Although these are not a perfect representation
of the data distribution because position is from the face detector’s measure and pose is from the landmark
detector’s output, it gives an idea about the rough scope of what the current training set deals with. In case
others want to apply the model to a very dierent setup (e.g., subject and examiner are physically congured
substantially dierent), it might be beer to do ne-tune with their own data rather than using the model as-is.
Such process could make the model additionally learn unfamiliar facial features associated with eye contact, but
slight variation in optical parameters (e.g., noise, exposure, motion blur, etc) would not likely need the same
process because of the data augmentation step during training.
5.3.3 Deep Visualization. Lastly, we visualize some of the weights of our PiCNN model to qualitatively observe
what the model has learned. In Fig 11, the child face image (a) is an example input, (b) shows the 96 lters learned
in the rst convolutional layer, and (c)–(e) are the activation maps from the rst three convolutional layers when
the input image is convolved with their corresponding lters. Although is not entirely clear how we can assess
the usefulness of the learned weights, it is recognized that the networks have learned low-level color and round
edge lters that seem useful for facial feature extraction. As shown in the activation maps, high response is
produced on the regions that are valuable for eye contact detection such as the eyes and face contour.
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F1 MCC AUC-PR Precision Recall
All
PiCNN (Ours) 0.78 0.77 0.79 0.75 0.80
AlexNet [31] 0.73 0.72 0.75 0.71 0.77
PEEC [58] 0.63 0.62 0.57 0.67 0.59
GazeLocking [50] 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.52 0.52
ASD
PiCNN (Ours) 0.76 0.75 0.78 0.75 0.78
AlexNet [31] 0.72 0.71 0.74 0.69 0.74
PEEC [58] 0.64 0.64 0.60 0.68 0.61
GazeLocking [50] 0.51 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.52
TD
PiCNN (Ours) 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.74 0.83
AlexNet [31] 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.69 0.81
PEEC [58] 0.63 0.62 0.55 0.65 0.62
GazeLocking [50] 0.54 0.53 0.49 0.54 0.54
ESCS
PiCNN (Ours) 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.69 0.82
AlexNet [31] 0.69 0.69 0.72 0.62 0.78
PEEC [58] 0.57 0.56 0.47 0.55 0.60
GazeLocking [50] 0.48 0.46 0.41 0.46 0.50
v-BOSCC
PiCNN (Ours) 0.76 0.74 0.79 0.75 0.77
AlexNet [31] 0.73 0.71 0.75 0.72 0.74
PEEC [58] 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.72 0.65
GazeLocking [50] 0.56 0.53 0.56 0.53 0.60
nv-BOSCC
PiCNN (Ours) 0.82 0.81 0.83 0.82 0.81
AlexNet [31] 0.77 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.78
PEEC [58] 0.71 0.71 0.68 0.76 0.67
GazeLocking [50] 0.58 0.56 0.55 0.57 0.58
R-ABC
PiCNN (Ours) 0.77 0.77 0.71 0.72 0.84
AlexNet [31] 0.72 0.72 0.68 0.66 0.80
PEEC [58] 0.59 0.59 0.49 0.66 0.54
GazeLocking [50] 0.52 0.51 0.43 0.53 0.51
Marcus
PiCNN (Ours) 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.87
AlexNet [31] 0.80 0.79 0.83 0.77 0.83
PEEC [58] 0.54 0.54 0.49 0.67 0.45
GazeLocking [50] 0.46 0.44 0.41 0.49 0.44
male
PiCNN (Ours) 0.77 0.75 0.77 0.74 0.79
AlexNet [31] 0.72 0.71 0.73 0.69 0.76
PEEC [58] 0.64 0.63 0.57 0.66 0.61
GazeLocking [50] 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.51 0.53
female
PiCNN (Ours) 0.78 0.78 0.80 0.76 0.81
AlexNet [31] 0.74 0.74 0.76 0.70 0.80
PEEC [58] 0.64 0.63 0.59 0.68 0.60
GazeLocking [50] 0.53 0.52 0.49 0.54 0.52
Caucasian
PiCNN (Ours) 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.73 0.79
AlexNet [31] 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.68 0.76
PEEC [58] 0.64 0.63 0.57 0.66 0.62
GazeLocking [50] 0.51 0.50 0.47 0.51 0.52
mixed
PiCNN (Ours) 0.76 0.75 0.81 0.74 0.79
AlexNet [31] 0.75 0.74 0.76 0.72 0.79
PEEC [58] 0.69 0.67 0.66 0.70 0.67
GazeLocking [50] 0.60 0.58 0.59 0.57 0.63
African American
PiCNN (Ours) 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.81 0.84
AlexNet [31] 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.76 0.83
PEEC [58] 0.62 0.61 0.57 0.68 0.56
GazeLocking [50] 0.51 0.50 0.48 0.51 0.52
Asian
PiCNN (Ours) 0.79 0.78 0.75 0.72 0.86
AlexNet [31] 0.67 0.66 0.63 0.61 0.74
PEEC [58] 0.65 0.65 0.58 0.66 0.65
GazeLocking [50] 0.49 0.49 0.41 0.43 0.57
Hispanic
PiCNN (Ours) 0.73 0.73 0.78 0.68 0.79
AlexNet [31] 0.70 0.70 0.72 0.66 0.75
PEEC [58] 0.70 0.69 0.67 0.69 0.71
GazeLocking [50] 0.58 0.57 0.58 0.55 0.61
Table 4. Result scores in five metrics, grouped by dierent conditions.
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Fig. 11. Visualization of PiCNN. (a) example input, (b) conv1 filters, (c)–(e) response map of the first 3 layers.
6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a novel approach that measures eye contact in naturalistic social interactions.
We have presented a fully automated deep learning system that detects moments of eye contact from egocentric
videos of adult-child interactions while also implicitly estimating the head pose. We performed a thorough and
systematic evaluation of our methods on the largest ever dataset of naturalistic social interactions comprising of
22 hours of play session videos of 100 individual children. We found that our results are a signicant improvement
over other existing methods.
Our approach will be instrumental to understanding atypical gaze behavior in natural social seings, as well
as improving the diagnosis, screening and treatment of Autism Spectrum Disorder. We also expect our work to
have applications in other domains such as in the automatic analysis of turn-taking and social roles in group
interactions or in the development of models of social intelligence for robots, which could allow them to interact
naturally with humans based on eye contact.
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